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The Gatecrasher Summer Sound System was billed as the UK's “biggest ever electronic music event”, and there was more anticipation in dance-music circles leading up to the event than there was for the American presidential elections. 
In fact, political correctness, as well as the political landscape, could not have been further from the minds of the crowd.  With acts such as the Prodigy, Tom Middleton, John 00 Fleming, Mauro Picotto, Paul Van Dyk, Josh Wink, Cassius, Pete Tong, Armand Van Helden, Steve Angello, Dave Spoon, the Chemical Brothers, Pendulum, Hot Chip, Soulwax, Mark Ronson, Chicane, Paul Oakenfeld, Dizzee Rascal, and Matt Walsh playing, there was certainly no shortage of musical talent on offer.
 
Held in the somewhat bleak surroundings of Turweston Aerodrome, it became quickly apparent that setting up the festival had been a massive enterprise.  With marquees dotting the landscape like giant mushrooms, and cars and tents parked and camped as far as the eye could see, it was clear that a large audience was expected.  However, sunshine is one thing that festival organisers cannot bank on in the English “summer”, and despite the glossy advertising paraphernalia featuring blue-skies, the weather was atypically English from the very beginning.

This was a festival in two parts.  The first day was an extravagant assault on the senses, with a mixture of laser beams, booming sound systems, a diverse range of artists and DJ's, and a crowd practically jumping with excitement, providing all the entertainment that you could have wished for.

The second day was an entirely different proposition and almost a different festival altogether.  The weather had been threatening to break on the first day, and the wind was so strong at points that many tents had been flattened to the ground.  Indeed, erecting my tent could barely be described as being fun.  The wind had been buffering my tent so much that it more closely resembled a parachute than a tent.  At one stage during high winds, I was lucky not to be lifted into the air, which would have been as natural a high as one could expect at a dance-music festival.
 
However wind is one thing, but heavy rain an entirely different problem for campers.  As the sickened masses awoke on the Sunday morning, it was clear to everyone that wellies and ponchos were necessities as the rain alternatively tumbled, drizzled, and blew down.  Grass and pathways in the campsite were transformed into mud, and the campsite looked more like a tropical war-zone than a festival campsite.  However, it was testament to the festival's revellers that no-ones' spirits were dampened, and as the afternoon wore onto the evening the excitement levels grew again.  The differing wind patterns did have one thing going for them - the peculiar and somewhat rancid smell being blown in from a neighboring poultry farm did appear to ease.
 
However, the mood of the sodden crowd into the early evening of Sunday was not helped by the bad communication from the festival organisers regarding the late cancellation of the major acts, the Chemical Brothers and Hot Chip, apparently due to insurance issues related to potential rain-damage and the fact that the bands did not want to relocate to other stages.  In general, it was nigh on impossible to work out which act or DJ was playing at each tent as cancellations and delays made the festival a logistical nightmare.  The packed tents for the more popular acts spilt out into the open air and sundry rain, not a pleasant experience for those unlucky not to be inside.
 
In fact, chaotic was the only way to describe the Sunday and unfortunately put a black mark against the event (as did the tragic death from a reported drug overdose of a male on the Saturday morning, although clearly this was out of the organisers' hands).
 
However, any festival with as good a line-up as Gatecrasher has its high points, and it was the old-school power-houses of dance music that provided the bulk of the entertainment for the audience.  Chicane was particularly talented, and took me back to the glory days of dance music in the late 1990s.  Most of the top DJ's put on great shows, in particular Armand Van Helden and Paul Van Dyke, but some of the less “trancy” acts were also impressive such as Dizzee Rascal and Yoda's Magic Cinema Show who is surely one of the more eccentric DJ's that you can see.  One of the newer dance-music bands is Pendulum who hail from Perth in Australia, and they definitely made their long trip from Australia worthwhile with their energetic performance which combines rock with dance-music.  Pendulum - relocated to one of the smaller tents - were only one of the main acts to perform on the Sunday, and definitely rewarded the crowd's patience with a great show.  DJ Marky also impressed.
As the rain continued to fall into the early morning of Monday, it was patently clear that this was not a festival for non-campers.  Faced with walking tracks fit for mud-wrestling, soggy tents, and “festive”-toilets, it was probably only the most-enthused festival attendee who did not have their spirits dampened at some point during the weekend.
 
As I packed up on the Monday morning, I happened upon a more apt name for next year's festival - Gatecrasher Wet.
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This latest collection from label Record Kicks is easy on the ear.

If it doesn’t have you dreaming of better days in the snap of a second, there is something wrong with you. This record is an aphrodisiac for the modern workplace.



From "The Young Patter" by the Baker Brothers and "Prophets Bound to Christ" by William Joseph Fowler & the Disciples, DJ Smoove mixes up a storm on record Act II. With the types of sounds that would be at home at a funk club in the funkiest of cities in the funkiest of countries, there is no denying that DJ Smoove is, for want of a better description, a cool cat.

A particularly favourite track of this reviewer is "Rags to Riches" by the Liberators, a fresh afro-funk act hailing from Sydney, Australia. The track is so rich with the sounds of Africa, it is a wonder it was not produced in, ummm, Africa.

The Diplomats of Solid Sound have been on my radar for a while, and so have Lack of Afro. So it does not surprise me that the Lack of Afro remix of the Diplomat’s tune "Give Me One More Chance", is an outright classic.

Similarly to a lot of the new releases from the team at label Record Kicks, this is highly recommended!




Label: Record Kicks 
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